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Embed our post-relational database if you
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applications.
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6 Clear Message Initiative 

In the early days of Data 

Processing, the only way you had 

of telling the operator what kind of 

error had occurred was to put an 

error number into a particular register 

and halt the machine.  That error 

code would then be displayed on the 

front panel lights. The development 

of interactive systems  brought 

alphanumeric displays and error codes 

followed by a terse description. But 

even in the user-friendly world of  

MultiValue, many programmers have 

not gotten beyond [3] Verb? By SuSan 

JoSlyn

10 E-Commerce Made E-Z  Selling goods on the Internet can be 

a valuable extension to a business or a complete business in and of 

itself. Getting orders and shipping product is important. But it doesn’t 

do much good unless you get paid. One way of doing that is by using 

the PayPal API. By Bryan ShuMSky, rEvElatIon SoftwarE

12 Business tech: Money  Money may or may not make the world 

go around, but it certainly is a pretty good lubricant. When the supply 

of it starts to dwindle, such as during a tough economy, the wheels 

of business start to squeak. Although a company’s IT department 

usually cannot directly generate more money to help oil the gears, 

it can do something almost as good – generate information about 

money.  Where does it come from, where does it go, and how can 

we do more with less of it? By CharlES BarouCh

14 Multivalue and QuickBooks — Part 1: Importing with 

IIf files  Speaking of money, one function that is a part of every 

business is keeping track of it. Many MultiValue accounting packages 

are getting a bit long in the tooth and lack the GUI interface modern 

users demand, a direct interface to the bank for ease of use, or 

other features that are considered to be mandatory by anyone who 

has used a modern accounting application. One approach some 

companies are taking is to replace it with an off-the-shelf commodity 

accounting package and sharing data between it and the MultiValue 

system running the core business functions. By Mark JohnSon

26 Sending E-mail from your Multivalue Programs – Part 

1 Many legacy MultiValue applications were written long before the 

invention of e-mail and the Internet. In that e-mail is now an integral 

part of everyday business, it is surprising how many of these systems 

have never been updated to use it in even its simplest form. Part one 

of this series of articles will show you how to get started in rectifying 

that situation. By nathan rECtor
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New Year, New Features, New Resources, New Formats… 

We have a lot of new things and changes happening this year; one is the 
magazine.   One of the big pushes this year is to make the magazine more 
digital friendly.  As a start, you’ll see QR Codes on each article.

If you do not know what QR codes are, then here is a quick summary.  QR 
Codes are bar codes that are readable by cell phone cameras.  These bar 
codes contain information like urls, text, sms messages, e-mails, vcards, 
and much more.  In our case, the QR Codes contain URLs to the magazine 
articles that are mobile device friendly.

We have had a digital edition of the magazine for several years, and we 
have a large archive of digital magazines, but they are sometimes hard to 
search and don’t re-link related content.  The files sizes for the PDFs are a 
little unrulely for mobile devices, so we are introducing new formats.

We aren’t just making the magazine more digital friendly, but we will be 
recasting much of the resources and information available from Spectrum 
in a like manner.

Kindle, other eBook formats, iPhone, Android, iPad, e-mail, Web, social 
media… all of these formats will begin to work together as extensions of 
each other to provide you, as a MultiValue developer and user, the resourc-
es, tips, and education you need.

In this new digital format, you will start seeing a related links section.  The 
related links will help provide you more information, and other resources 
you might find of interest based on the content and references in the cur-
rent article you are reading.

As part of the change in the digital resources, the e-mail newsletter is also 
going to be extended this year to provide you more information about the 
products and tools you use.  You will be able to customize it to include the 
information you want and what is relevant to you.

Also look for mobile and social apps that combine all the features of the 
web site, magazine, and newsletter into one place.

In summary, 2011 will be a year of digital media.  

If you are interested in becoming more widely recognized as an expert in 
the MultiValue market, now is the time to start submitting articles, case 
studies, and tech tips to us.  If you want to find out more about the pro-
grams we have for authors and consultants, then feel free to contact us 
(nathan@intl-spectrum.com or editor@intl-spectrum.com).

B y  N a t h a N  R e c t o R 



Application Developers just got a brand new bag.
We began by offering you the toolbelt – 

OpenInsight 9.2 is that toolbelt. Now it’s time 
fill it with the tools you’ll need to get the job 
done, starting with OpenInsight for Web (O4W) 
and OpenEngine Common Gateway Interface 
version 3 (OECGI3).

O4W makes it possible for OpenInsight 
developers with limited or no experience 
with  HTML, XML or JavaScript  to develop and 
screw down feature-rich web pages in a flash, 
and web-enable existing OpenInsight-based 
systems quickly and easily. O4W is designed 
to work the way developers think, taking 

advantage of the skills and knowledge they 
already have.

OECGI3 is delivered with OpenInsight 9.2 
and higher, and supports Failover and Load 
Balancing modes. These modes make OECGI3 
a more robust connection object and allows for 
extra capacity and/or redundancy to be added 
to a web application.

You won’t believe how easy it is to make your 
applications and data available anywhere when 
you develop them with OpenInsight 9.2. 

Visit our website and download your 
evaluation copy today.

O4W Browser Compatibility: Internet Explorer, Firefox, Safari, Opera and Chrome. All functions and features work correctly regardless of the browser through which O4W is being run.



“Danger! Danger!”

This warning was issued 
frequently from the tin-

ny speaker box of the unnamed robot 
in the 1960’s television series Lost in 
Space.  The message communicates to 
a limited degree. It does successfully 
identify the general (dangerous) condi-
tion.  It doesn’t offer any information 
about the danger or advice about what 
to do, but the fact that it is a warning 
about danger is clear enough.  It gets 
a bit better when specifically directed: 
“Danger, Will Robinson!”  Still no indi-
cation of what is dangerous or what our 
intrepid Will Robinson should do about 
it.  But it is more targeted and specific; 
it is Will Robinson who is in danger. An-
other oft-quoted warning message from 
these earliest — albeit science fiction 
— days of computing was, “Does not 
compute.”  This one gets top honors for 
useless information.  It just doesn’t get 
any more vague than that!  As the years 
have passed, there has been much prog-
ress in technology, but not as much 
progress in message clarity. Bad error 
messages may, in fact, be the bane of 
the modern world.

Recently I was unexpectedly thwarted 
in the routine task of syncing my smart-
phone. An option-less dialog announced, 
“Function OpenFolder failed.” Complete 
fail.  I can venture a guess or two about 

the cause, using my own programmer 
expertise, honed deductive reasoning 
skills, and knowledge of the English lan-
guage. Some folder has gone missing or 
corrupted.  I wish I knew what might 
have changed.  Or maybe if the message 
had indicated the name of the folder,  
or what the program was trying to do, 
more broadly when it encountered the 
problem, these clues would have given 
me something to try before that age-old 
catch-all solution — delete and reinstall 
the whole application. How much time 
do we waste on that particular activity?

Not only is my life filled with cryptic, 
inexplicable, counter-productive er-
ror messages, but I have come to real-
ize that my own software is positively 
riddled with them! Until recently I 
guess I figured that getting the software 
to work was important and reporting 
when it didn’t was not. Nobody reads 
these messages anyway, was my think-
ing. They’ll call (or e-mail) me.  And 
they do.  But this is a self-perpetuating 
cycle! They might not have to turn to 
me if the error messages and warning 
they received made clear sense and of-
fered an alternative.

To be fair to our ancestors, resources 
were different in the breaking dawn of 
the information age. Each letter-charac-
ter required time, effort, and money to 
display (or print). Options for output 

were limited. Messages were necessar-
ily cryptic.  The limitations are mostly 
long gone, now, but the culture that 
had grown up around them has re-
mained. Maybe, to our credit, program-
mers just like to be efficient.  We can 
probably agree that a common gen-
eralization about programmer-types 
is that we (well, some of you) tend to 
use words sparingly. Or it may be that 
programmers have their own language 
and non-programmers just “don’t com-
pute.” Certainly users of an application 
appreciate different things in an error 
message from what the application’s 
designers may want to know.  Many a 
true geek believes that the classic DOS 
error message BAD COMMAND OR 
FILE NAME is a thing of true beauty. It 
is elegant in its simplicity — and so flex-
ible! It can be applied to such a wide 
range of circumstances — one size fits 
all! What it is not, however, is helpful. 

So, here we are.  You, me, your mom, 
your kids.  Surrounded by fast moving 
technology that is fraught with errors 
and very little guidance.  If we are go-
ing to progress at this rate — as a soci-
ety, as a nation ,or as an industry — we 
have got to get better at reporting and 
explaining failure. And we have to offer 
guidance that doesn’t require transla-
tion!

Clear
Message Initiative

B y  S u S a n  J o S l y n

Message Initiative
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What do we fix in figure 1? Are we, as 
programmers, lazy?  Do error messages 
fall into the dreaded category of “docu-
mentation,” to be avoided at all costs? 
Do we believe that we are somehow 
protecting our users from knowledge 
that they can’t possibly comprehend?  
Or are we protecting something propri-
etary for ourselves?  While it is true that 
keeping things mysterious will help us 
retain our all-knowing mystique, it will 
also keep us tied to the phone answer-
ing the questions that the error message 
could have answered.  

When my own error messages are lame, 
the most likely reason is because I really 
do have this notion that no one will re-
ally need them.  I have to put something 
there; it’s just what you do (or there is 
a mandatory ELSE clause), but I don’t 
really expect anyone to have to rely on 
the message. Like life insurance — you 
buy it, but you can’t really think about 
anyone ever really needing it. Yes, I do 
know that is crazy.  And it’s not a con-
scious belief. But I think it governs my 
behavior to some extent, and I don’t 
think I’m alone in this.

Blogger Harry McCracken theorizes in 
his Technologizer entry The Thirteen 
Greatest Error Messages of All Time,  
that error messages should be painful at 
worst and boring at best. He contends 
that, “They tend to be cryptic; they 
rarely offer an apology even when one 
is due; they like to provide useless infor-
mation like hexadecimal numbers and 
to withhold facts that would be useful, 
like plain-English explanations of how 
to right what went wrong. In multiple 

ways, most of them represent technol-
ogy at its most irritating. They’re rarely 
helpful. Actually, they usually add insult 
to injury. But what would computing be 
without ‘em?”  

We can joke about it. We can wax nos-
talgic. An error message from a machine 
out of your past can transport you back 
in time.  But what we need to do — as a 
community, as an industry, and as right-
thinking humans — is make error mes-
sages and warnings better!   If we want 
to provide truly great software — and 
we do! —  but we can’t make it flawless 
— and we can’t! — we must make it fail 
gracefully.  We must offer a path to us-
ability even, especially, in the event of 
a failure. Thus, I contend, the secret to 
quality software and  customer satisfac-
tion is communicating clearly through 
error and warning messages.  

Let’s start a revolution! Are you with 
me? 

Take a look at the classic example — the 
http (404) “File not found” error (fig. 2).  
It is inarguably the most common error 
message in the human experience. In its 
early incarnations it was fairly unhelpful 
(see figure). Grating. Confusing. Nega-
tive. Bam! Denied!

But it was customizable and some enter-
prising organizations took it further. In 
fact, if you would like to have a laugh, 
use Google Images for the phrase ‘404 
File not found’ and look at what people 
have done with the place!  (Or go to er-
rorware.com where you can buy cloth-

ing with this and other great error mes-
sages emblazoned on it!)

So, many web sites offered more polite 
versions. Some offered more informa-
tion, included a graphic, a joke, or even 
a joke graphic. Those organizations 
have recognized a universal truth that 
is too often overlooked:  when people 
hit an error and are prevented from do-
ing what they meant to do, they will 
have an emotional response (and you 
know the emotion I mean). Throwing 
in something fun to make the user smile 
through their pain is not a bad idea, 
even if it doesn’t help the user solve 
whatever problem they are facing.

A successful error message may or may 
not include humor, but it should defi-
nitely cover these points information: 

The severity: Whether this error  y
critical, fatal, a warning, or just a re-
minder.

The problem: what has occurred,  y
what should have occurred, the rea-
sons, and the impact.

The application layer: what applica- y
tion (or layer) has produced the er-
ror. 

The action: What you can do about  y
it right now, how you can find out 
more, and how you can prevent re-
occurrence.

The challenge is to convey all of this in-
formation in a succinct 80 to 200 char-
acters. It isn’t impossible. Look what 
we’re doing on Twitter with 140 char-
acters.

87yr ago natl dads: “All 
equal.” War tests. Battle 
hallowed ground > our words. 
We vow: dead not in vain, 
govt of/by/for peeps here 4 
keeps

Yes, that was Abraham Lincoln’s Get-
tysburg addressed boiled down to a 140 
character tweet. Twitter — and text 
messaging — have inspired a whole 

fig. 1

fig. 2

A successful error message may or may not include humor, but it should definitely be 
informative.

Continues on page 8



pseudo written language (as well as the 
dismaying notion of tiny URLS, but that’s 
a topic for another day). These types of 
shortcuts would rarely be acceptable in 
a software application’s error messages. 
So, we have to find a way to convey 
the information briefly but in more for-
mal language, at least for now. This is 
probably best achieved by using a two 

part message. The main message text 
is like a heading.  It must be concise, 
definitive, and structured.  It should be 
instantly recognizable.  Then a link, but-
ton, or second strike of the function key 
can take the user to a more elaborate 
explanation. Going back to that clas-
sic “404 File not found” error. Figure 3 
shows how it has evolved in Microsoft’s 
Internet Explorer 8.

Aside from the questionable graphic 
where the user is denied the entire 
earth, this is clear enough and easy to 
recognize by time you’ve seen it a few 
times. It is very general, but its saving 
grace is the magic “more information” 
arrow option. That second layer of help 
is where we can really communicate. 

Figure 4 is what you see when you click 
on that.

This addresses all of the elements, but it 
has so many maybes that it almost can-
cels itself out, and it is far too many op-
tions for a casual user to absorb. In the 
time it took to think up and type in all 
those maybes, at least in our easy-string-
manipulation culture, we could have fig-
ured it out a bit and at least limited the 
choices.  This is where we (MultiValue/
U2 programmers) can use the flexibil-
ity of our platform to separate ourselves 
from the herd. But I digress. 

This message is better . But what makes 
an error message good? Yes, it should 
have all the pieces of information. But 
because that information is crammed 
into a small place and not really going 
to be read in depth, how it is organized 
and displayed is going to matter just as 
much as what it says.  These are some 
starting points that can get the conver-
sation started.

Standardize
There aren’t any unified guidelines for 
error messages.  Some application de-
velopment environments have their 
own graphics and character-length 
limits. Microsoft has some general stan-
dards.  Some standardization with other 
commonly used applications is helpful 
to the masses. But what is more impor-
tant is that a standard be applied within 
the application.  

recognizable
If there is a main word or phrase that is 
commonly used it can be instantly rec-
ognized and absorbed.  “Not on file” or 
“Required fields missing.”   Whatever 
the specifics — and there should be spe-
cifics! — that come after, these broader 
category-phrases will help. Using graph-
ics to standardize the severity or layer 
of error is a very nice touch if that is 
available in the platform.  Anything that 
makes it quicker to understand for our 
human users who understandably have 
very little patience for error messages.

layer
We work in complex environments. 
When something fails, it could be some-
thing in our application, something in 
the application development environ-
ment, something in the underlying 
operating system, something with the 
network, or even something with the 
server. That could be the host, the cli-
ent, or some server in the middle.  It is a 
great help to identify the layer where a 
problem has occurred in the error mes-
sage.

Syntax, grammar and 
punctuation and spelling

For the linguistic sticklers among us 
— and we know who we are — poor 
syntax, grammar, or punctuation can 
feel like the screech of chalk on black-
boards. It is simple enough to check a 
style guide if you are not sure.  A small 
typo can end up preserved like a fossil 
for all posterity.

word order, tense, passive 
vs active

Passive? Nouns first?  “Customer name 
must be alphanumeric.”  Active, lead 
with a verb? “Enter alphanumeric  cus-
tomer name.” Or passive with the ad-
jective descriptor first? “Alphanumeric  
is required on customer name field.”  
“Decimals are not allowed in quantity 
field.”   Whatever you prefer, if you 
decide on it and stick with it, uniform 
error messages will be more quickly 
parsed and absorbed by the users.

fig. 3

fig.4

8 u INTL-SPECTRUM.COM



If you use active/directive commands, 
be careful with the tone.  According 
to some guidelines it is better to avoid 
accusative or admonishing tones.   As 
rewarding as it might be to say, “You 
entered a bad name!” you can almost 
hear “jerk” at the end. Or, “Please don’t 
try to use an alpha character in a date 
field.” Again you can almost hear the 
exasperated again at the end. Express-
ing our own frustration as programmers 
only fosters  bad feelings. 

Specificity vs Generalization
Reusability is a great concept for devel-
opment. But when it comes to errors, 
we must be careful not to generalize 
so much that our messages become 
useless.  Many applications have been 
designed with error message databases 
that can be referenced by number.  This 
can be a boon to standardization and a 
great way to provide lots more informa-
tion for that second click.  But we run 
the risk of starting to think of those error 
messages as precious resources again. 
Perhaps it feels sloppy to have a lot of 
similar messages.  There are ways to 
combat the sloppy feeling and address 
the inefficiencies while still providing 
useful, specific information (variables in 
the error message, mainly).  Or let go — 
let it be inefficient underneath so that 
it can be more useful on the surface! 
Messages need to offer specific informa-
tion to the user.  What may feel elegant 
and streamlined to the programmer is 
not always the most satisfying user ex-
perience.  Take an extra moment when 
crafting an error message to see how 
much information you can give the user 
about the specific failure in terms that 
are meaningful to what the user will be 
trying to accomplish.

Let’s start a revolution! Let’s look like 
the best applications out there even 
when our interface isn’t the flashiest 
graphic. Because even in a green-screen 
environment, we have the powerful 
and easy programming language to al-
low us to do that.  If we remember what 
it is like to be that poor befuddled user 
trying to sync our smartphone, and if 
we assume that our error messages will 

be seen, that they will be needed, we 
can do better. Above all, let’s remember 
that our error messages are a reflection 
of ourselves and of the quality of our 
workmanship!

Linked IN: Want to contribute ideas 
and suggestions – perhaps gain insight 
about what others are doing?  Join us 
in the newly created Linked In group 
“Clear Message Initiative”. is

SuSan JoSlyn is the President of SJ+ 

Systems associates, Inc. and is the author 

of PRC?, a complete, integrated software 

development life-cycle management / IT 

Governance tool for u2. She has worked 

with u2 (nee Pick/Multivalue) and SB+ 

software the beginning (both hers and its) 

and has specialized in IT Governance, in-

cluding quality, compliance and life-cycle 

productivity issues since the early 1990’s.

SpoolerPlus® 

� Run generic Pick® software in a 

friendly Pick-flavor account 

without modifying your print 

processes. 
 

� Use STARTPTR,  SP-ASSIGN, 

 SP-EDIT, LISTPTR, LISTPEQS, 

:STARTSPOOLER, etc. as usual. 
 

� Reassign printers to print queues, 

Plus reconfigure the printer for 

the print queue automatically. 
 

� Avoid retraining personnel in new, 

less flexible print procedures. 
 

Get all the facts before you buy. 
Contact: 

Worldwide: UK: 
800-SYSMARK Brian Leach Consulting Ltd 

(800-797-6275) info@brian.leach.co.uk 
info@sysmarkinfo.com www.brianleach.co.uk 
www.sysmarkinfo.com 

Generic Pick® Spooler for 

Universe®, Unidata®, 
and QM 

(includes Reality syntax) 

Sysmark 
Information Systems, Inc 

Reseller Inquiries Invited 
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Made E-Z
E-Commerce

 B y  B r y a n  S h u m S k y ,  r e v e l a t i o n  S o f t w a r e

10 u INTL-SPECTRUM.COM

MultiValue applications fill 
many niches, but most of 
them are ultimately involved 

in some way with the buying or selling 
of goods or services. In the pre-Internet 
and early-Internet days, collecting or 
sending the funds to finalize these fi-
nancial transactions was done manually, 
“off line” and outside of the application.  
This may have originally involved wire 
transfers or checks, though many busi-
nesses eventually added support for 
credit card payments, either via manual 
card readers or various third party pay-
ment processors.

In today’s Internet-connected world, 
however, as our applications are migrat-
ing from the green-screen desktop to 
the rich browser on the web, the need 
for customized payment transaction 
software has been reduced or eliminat-
ed, as several large vendors have pro-
vided open connectivity that any web 
application can use.  Google and Ama-
zon are two of the big names, but the 
five-hundred-pound gorilla of payment 
processing has to be PayPal. PayPal was 
the strongest of several financial trans-
action companies in the early 2000s, 
but it really rose to preeminence after 
it was acquired by eBay.  Today, PayPal 
handles over 15% of US e-commerce 
transactions, and nearly 10% of e-com-
merce transactions world-wide.

Over a year ago, PayPal opened up its 
APIs so that other software could take 
advantage of its peer-to-peer network.  

While several sets of APIs allow the pay-
ment transactions to be handled “be-
hind the scenes” by PayPal, while leav-
ing the user interface to the individual 
application, another set — the Website 
Payments Standard — is the simplest 
solution to use.  By providing a set of 
simple, standardized calls, any applica-
tion can now offload the details of the 
transaction, and users (many of whom 
may already have PayPal accounts) can 
interact with a standard, familiar pay-
ment interface.

In order to accept Paypal payments, 
you must sign up for a “business” ac-
count; go to http://www.paypal.com 
for more information.  Note that once 
your business account is established, 
you can specify a number of convenient 
defaults for order processing (including 
whether your customers must be Paypal 
customers themselves, or whether the 
processing should be “Paypal optional”; 
whether you want shipping costs calcu-
lated automatically, or passed in with 
each transaction; and many others).

Once you have established your Pay-
pal business account, you will be is-
sued a Paypal business ID; you can use 
either this value, or the email address 
you specified for your Paypal account, 
when interacting with the Website Pay-
ments Standard.

Website Payments Standard includes 
three types of interaction: Buy It Now, 
Add To Cart, and View Cart.  Buy It Now 
is used to add a single item to PayPal’s 
“shopping cart” and begin the checkout 
process; Add To Cart can add a single 
product or service to the shopping cart, 
but then allows you to continue shop-
ping; and View Cart displays the current 
items in the cart and can start the check-
out process.  PayPal can make these 
actions available even to non-program-
mers, letting you create custom buttons 
on the PayPal website that embed many 
of the required details, and which you 
can then place directly onto your web 
page.  Fundamentally, though, each of 
these interactions is controlled by send-
ing https:// web requests to PayPal, 
along with “name/value pairs” defining 
the details of the action, and it is by us-
ing these web requests that you have 
the most flexibility.  

In OpenInsight’s web development 
tool, O4W, the details of invoking the 
PayPal functions have been hidden be-
hind O4W’s own O4WPayPal routine, 
but developers in other environments 
can also code these directly.  You must 
create an HTML form, or use an HTML 

If the “bottom line” in 
your business is to keep a 
healthy bottom line, the 

ability to get paid quickly 
and easily has to be a top 

priority.



IFRAME, to submit your request to 
https://www.paypal.com/cgi-bin/web-
scr, passing in the desired command 
(via the “cmd” variable) of “_cart” (for 
Add To Cart or View Cart), or “_xclick” 
(for Buy It Now).

The other name/value pairs that are 
required for Buy It Now processing 
include “business” (your PayPal ID), 
“currency_code” (for US processing, 
“USD”), “lc” (locale, “US” for US ven-
dors), “item_name” (the name of the 
item to show up on the PayPal descrip-
tion), “amount” (the amount for the 
product or service), “item_number” 
(your product number), and “but-
ton_subtype” (“product” for a product, 
“service” for a service). You might also 
provide “quantity” (if not specified, 
defaults to “1”), “shipping” (any ship-
ping cost), “tax_rate” (the tax percent-
age), and various demographic fields if 
you want them pre-filled on the PayPal 
checkout. You may also specify the URL 
you would like PayPal to return to after 
the transaction has been completed, via 
the “shopping_url” variable.

For example, the O4W PayPal request:

O4WPaypal(“BUY”, “buyitrtn”, 
“paypalmgr@revelation.com”, 
“sample buy it now item”, 
“sampbin001”, “”, “10.99”)

would generate the HTML in figure 1 
and, when clicked, would generate the 
action in figure 2.

The “Add To Cart” action supports the 
same name/value pairs as discussed 
above; the O4W PayPal request:

<form enctype=”multipart/form-data” method=”post” action=”https://www.paypal.com/ 
   cgi-bin/webscr” name=”o4wpostform”> 
   <input name=”cmd” value=”_xclick” type=”hidden”> 
   <input name=”business” value=”paypalmgr@revelation.com” type=”hidden”> 
   <input name=”currency_code” value=”USD” type=”hidden”> 
   <input name=”lc” value=”US” type=”hidden”> 
   <input name=”item_name” value=”sample buy it now item” type=”hidden”> 
   <input name=”amount” value=”10.99” type=”hidden”> 
   <input name=”item_number” value=”sampbin001” type=”hidden”> 
   <input name=”button_subtype” value=”products” type=”hidden”> 
   <input name=”bn” value=”PP-BuyNowBF:btn_buynowCC_SM.gif:NonHosted” type=”hidden”> 
   <input name=”return” 
value=”http://www.revelation.com/o4w/oecgi3.exe/O4W_ORDERFORM?O4WEvent=Paypal&amp; 
   O4WControlBackup=buyitrtn” type=”hidden”> 
</form>

fig. 1

fig. 2
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Brother Can you Spare a 
Dime

The economy is recovering. That’s what 
I hear, anyway. I know enough unem-
ployed people to make me sure that 
the definition of recovery has changed. 
It isn’t the only definition which is un-
der revision. So, here are some things 
IT professionals need to know about 
money...

As we all know, internal meetings cost 
money because they require salaried — 
and sometimes consulting — butts to 
be in seats where they are not carrying 
out their primary roles. The assumed 
justification for any meeting is that the 
planning or discussion will save time at 
some other point, perhaps by avoiding 
duplicate efforts, or cross-purpose ef-
forts. So, when management requires 
meeting before pre-budgeted money 
is spent on what it is budgeted for, it 
means that management feels that the 
lost productivity is warranted by the 
fear of overspending or misspending. 
More than ever before, your boss is un-
der scrutiny when he spends.

For a comparatively few companies, this 
is not new. For most companies, it is a 
complete reversal of existing policy. So 
when we want to attend Spectrum, or 
other education events, we have more 
hurdles to leap. Likewise, if we want to 
provision a new server or add a new lap-
top, we are likely to see unusual levels 

of scrutiny. That’s how it affects us per-
sonally. Let’s talk about how it changes 
our job definition.

Money for nothing
New income is not the only way to 
stretch a budget. Found money — mon-
ey that is being spent inefficiently or for 
unneeded services — is another way for 
companies to stay economically com-
petitive. For IT professionals, that means 
that Business Intelligence, asset audits, 
and monitoring systems are “money 
finding tools” for many businesses. 
Additionally, anti-theft measures, like 
RFID-ing materials and setting readers 
by every exit point, are as good as gold. 
There are a lot of IT projects which can 
more than pay for themselves in found 
money.

We need to bring these sort of topics 
forward to the upper ranks. Too many 
people think of IT as an expense de-
partment, but we provide value for that 
expense and, with projects like these, 
we are a margin-retention department. 
When people look at the Sales depart-
ment, for example, there are certainly 
expenses. The offset is the value dem-
onstration that Sales can produce — a 
list of orders. We need to think the 
same way in IT. What is our value dem-
onstration?

I worked in one company where IT 
found significant mismanagement of fi-

nances by one executive. Another exec-
utive was called to task when IT proved 
that he had a staffer who was actively 
doing non-work Internet access for an 
average of forty hours a week. IT can 
make a difference in both productivity 
monitoring and fraud detection. That’s 
just two of the ways we can demon-
strate value.

Pennies from heaven
When I look at IT, I see a service busi-
ness. Even when we are all staff and 
all of the work we do is internal. IT is 
generally run, like Payroll and HR for ex-
ample, as a service business. This makes 
the transition from internal provider to 
external provider fairly smooth. As I like 
to point out during some of my training 
sessions, if you have data which has val-
ue to your customers, you have a pos-
sible professional service to offer. Say 
you are a shipping company and you 
do all the deliveries for a bank when 
it sends materials to its own branches. 
Now imagine if your company offered 
detailed records of all material transfers 
to the bank? You just became a third 
party inventory management company. 
Add a model usage program, and you 
can automate their re-ordering process. 
In two steps, IT moved the company 
from shipping specialists to shipping/
inventory/purchasing specialists.

business Tech

B y  C h a r l e S  B a r o u C h
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Even if these value-added services are 
sold cheaply, they bring in some pen-
nies in a tough economy. Even if they 
are offered free as a form of customer 
retention, they provide a competitive 
edge and therefore, value. 

Cent, five Cent, ten Cent, 
Dollar

There is more than small money at stake. 
When that shipping company adds 
enough services, it becomes a logistics 
company. When it expands its reach, 
for example by leveraging the Internet, 
it becomes a global logistics company. 
When IT facilitates these processes, we 
move from expanding the company’s 
scope to transforming it completely.

To give you a non-IT analogy: In China, 
export quotas were divvied up amongst 
certain factories. Some of those factory 
owners found that reselling their access 
to quota was more profitable than run-
ning a factory. They transformed their 
business from a physical goods manu-
facturing basis to an export facilitation 
basis. Management is more likely to see 
these opportunities if they know that 
they exist. Letting them know what we 
can do isn’t bragging, it’s good busi-
ness.

ten Cents a Dance
We think of a tough economy as a time 
for belt tightening and doing without. 
Sometimes it is a great time to expand 
your use of consulting help. If a project 
will save the company customers, im-
prove your relationship with a vendor, 
or directly increase revenue, getting 
it done faster might justify bringing in 
a hired gun. The win-win for IT is that 
proving the need for consulting help 
and using it sparingly proves you are 
company-focused while using it exten-
sively becomes the basis for justifying 
adding staff.

When you decide on consulting help, 
ask the cost-benefit questions of yourself 
before your bosses ask them. Can I peg 
the consulting cost to a specific benefit? 
Can I show a time savings by bringing in 

more help? Will this stop other projects 
from being delayed? Will extra hands al-
low us to make an otherwise impossible 
deadline?

Another reason for bringing in tem-
porary help can they can make your 
permanent staff smarter? If this is your 
justification, make sure your staff wants 
to learn and your consultant is good at 
teaching. Remember that those of us 
who are getting taught generally see a 
value. Those who pay see two-part cost: 
training costs plus the cost of paying the 
employee or employees during training. 
Make sure you know how this addition-
al person will prove enough value to 
cover both costs.

Can’t Buy Me love
IT managers please note. If IT services 
are offered free to customers, insist that 
the value be treated as an inter-company 
transfer from Marketing or Sales. If they 
use the service you provide, they should 
— on paper — pay for it. Other depart-
ments do this all the time so their ex-
penses are not exaggerated. Likewise, 
when you order a new desktop for 
Johnny in Billing, be sure the expense 
is recorded to Billing and not IT. If your 
Finance department will not support 
that, keep records yourself. When the 
owner/stockholders/bosses ask where 
the money went, it is handy to be able 
to show just how little of IT’s budget 
was spent on IT. It is especially handy 
if us IT people, the folks who make re-
ports, can accurately present details on 
who spent what for which project or 
purpose.

Money is about income and outflow. 
Outflow becomes an accountability is-
sue. When we don’t account for it, it be-
comes an “IT is costing too much issue.” 
I don’t mind getting a black eye for over-
spending if I’m the one overspending. It 
hurts twice as much when I get one for 

someone else’s actions. It hurts triple 
when I could have blocked it with one 
ledger sheet and didn’t take the time to 
defend myself.

While keeping better track won’t buy 
you love, it might buy you respect. is

Consultants Needed Nationwide

PICK  
PROFESS IONAL
Don’t  make the mistake of placing  

your career in the hands of just ANY 
search firm. We are professionals who 

understand the importance of  
CONFIDENTIALITY and RESPECT of a 
job search, and our database of clients 

is one of the largest in the country.
Unlike the rest, we will work in YOUR 
best interests’ to help you  further your  
career. Because of our dedication and 
professionalism, we are recognized as 
the leaders in the PICK/UniVerse/Unidata 
placement industry in the Tri-State area 
and throughout the U.S. So if you are 

tired of putting yourself at the 
mercy of the rest.

CALL THE BEST!  Contact...
Matt Hart

EXECU-SYS, LTD
1 Penn Plaza, Suite 3306
New York, NY 10119

(212) 967-0505
(800) 423-1964 x 302  
Fax: (212)947-8593
Email: mh@eslny.com

IT is a service business, 
even when we are all staff.

CHaRlES BaRouCH 

is the CTo for Key ally, 

Inc.  He is past Presi-

dent of the Internation-

al u2 users Group, and a regular Spectrum 

Magazine contributor.

Contact Charles at Results@Keyally.com, 

or phone (718) 762-3884 ext 1.
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While the MultiValue database 
can hold its own against 
the databases that support 

contemporary looking (and feeling) ap-
plications, there are situations whereby 
we must yield portions of our entire 
application suite to more modern pack-
aged software.

This is not a dissertation on being able 
to reprogram existing modules into a 
more modern (read: GUI) form. We all 
have been there and know that the cost 
far exceeds what the price of packaged 
software is.

One fortunate aspect of having a com-
bined system (MultiValue and non-
MultiValue) is that the non-MultiValue 
modules tend to be the lesser of the 
two forms of the company’s systems. 
Meaning, if one form is production/
revenue producing and the other is ac-
counting, the production modules are 
the ones that have received the greater 
investment in improvements over the 
years whereas the accounting modules 
are simply passive and don’t evolve as 
much.

In all my years of MultiValue consulting 
and programming, changes to my cli-
ent’s accounting modules are the least 
of my efforts. Once they have been in-
stalled, they tend to be good enough 
as they are and my efforts are spent ad-
vancing all the other modules.

In the last year, I’ve had two situations 
where my clients have converted por-
tions of their MultiValue accounting 
modules into Quickbooks (QB). Wheth-
er QB, Peachtree, One Write Plus, or 
Great Plains (other favorites), they kept 
their MultiValue production/revenue 

producing modules and use these pack-
aged systems for the mundane account-
ing functions.

QB seems to be preferred either based 
on price, support, ease of use, num-
ber of installations, or available pool 
of trained personnel. All have import 
functions to convert spreadsheets from 
other systems or manual entries.

QB has an additional file format called 
IIF that is very helpful for us MultiVal-
ue programmers when exporting data 
from the remaining MultiValue produc-
tion modules into QB. IIF files are for 
importing into QB only.

I will use a typical MultiValue Sales In-
voice Update function as an example 
of creating an IIF file. This assumes that 
the MultiValue system has an order file 
and a customer file. We will be export-
ing the Accounts Receivable (AR) por-
tion into QB.

Basically an IIF file is a column-labeled 
format like a CSV with a header row but 
with an additional twist. Instead of the 
column headings being defined once on 
the first row, you can have multiple file 

MultiValue and

Quickbooks
Part 1: Importing with IIF files.

B y  m a r k  J o h n S o n

Whether QB, Peachtree, 
One Write Plus, or 

Great Plains, companies 
kept their MultiValue 
production/revenue 
producing modules 

and use these packaged 
systems for the mundane 

accounting functions.

Continues on page 24



MultiValue Command Pocket Guide•	

It’s All Here!
Stay connected to your MultiValue Community, Technical Resources, and Developer information

MultiValue Command Pocket Guide•	 Training•	
Technical Resources•	 Webinars•	
User Group Meeting Information•	 News and Articles•	

Facebook: intl-spectrum.com/facebook RSS: intl-spectrum.com/RSS

Twitter: twitter.com/intlspectrum WEB: intl-spectrum.com

Mobile: m.intl-spectrum.com



RegisteR Now aNd saVe youR it depaRtMeNt 
aNd BusiNess $10,000 a yeaR!

Are you maintaining or developing and extending 
your system? If you are JUST maintaining your 
business system, then your company is losing 
money. If you have not implemented a mobile 
interface to your MultiValue data, your company 
is losing money.  If you do not have a modern 
reporting or dashboard system, your company is 
losing money.  If you do not have a web interface 
to your MultiValue data, your company is losing 
money.

From application development and technical systems support to complex 
business and web development, we offer complete IT solutions.

The International Spectrum Conference is the 
only place that provides diverse solutions and 
support for integrating and developing your 
Enterprise applications into the world of business 
and technology.

This annual event is the place to find the 
knowledge, people, resources, and technologies 
for enhancing your MultiValue (UniVerse, UniData, 
D3, Reality, jBase, Caché, QM, and OpenInsight) 
business systems.

High Level Technology Professionals

Meet experts in your field! Talk with professional 
users and developers who have the same 
problems you have! Join the hands-on labs 
and information sessions to get solutions and 
enhancements that are immediately usable.  
Attend the round tables, after hours, and 
other professional networking functions that 
maximize your exposure to your fellow users and 
developers and the solutions they provide.

april 4 – 7, 2011
PGA Nat ional  Resort  & Spa 

Palm Beach Gardens, F lor ida

int l-spectrum.com/conference/2011

2011 Multivalue Conference



the international spectrum 2011 MultiValue developer and user Conference provides 
access to the following knowledge:

Spectrum 2011 Live  is in its 30th year of providing MultiValue developers and users with support for their applications. IT demand is 

going up so are your requirements for supporting your business and its needs.

Spectrum 2011 Live provides you with labs and hands-on training that you cannot get anywhere else.  These in-depth sessions allow 

you to take home knowledge that is unavailable from other sources. They also show you how you can leverage both MultiValue-specific 

and non-MultiValue tools and resources.

Mobile development

Find out how to access your MultiValue 
data with mobile devices.  As more and 
more people use iPhones, Androids, and 
BlackBerries, the need to access your data 
outside the enterprise is essential.  If you 
have not developed a basic mobile system, 
then now is the time to create one.  Studies 
show that you can save your company tens of 
thousands of dollars just mobile enabling your 
enterprise.

iPhone•	
Cell Phones•	
Android•	
WiFi enabling•	
BlackBerry•	

database Management

Always an important requirement for any 
enterprise, database management is a 
constant.  As new systems and requirements 
are placed on your enterprise, database 
management becomes more complex, and 
systems that worked in the past may no 
longer work now

Disaster Recovery•	
Faster Backups•	
Database Security•	

security

Database, software, and system security 
is essential now more than ever.  New 
interfaces open up vulnerabilities that did 
not exist in your MultiValue systems only a 
few years ago.  New laws and mandates 
are imposing more complex encryption 
requirements and storage needs that did 
not exist before. 

Data Encryption•	
Security Vulnerablities•	
Hacking Vulnerabilities in MultiValue •	
Databases

web development

Web enabling your business system has been 
something that IT has been working on doing 
for years.  There are many different solutions to 
this, as well as providers to solve the problem.  
Having information available to your customers, 
employees, or the general public through your 
web site is just as important as through your 
desktop systems.

Google Interfaces•	
Providers and Tools•	
Ajax and jQuery Solutions•	
ASP.NET•	
PHP•	

project Management

IT managers can not effectively run their 
departments without project management 
tools and techniques.  Correctly estimating 
the time a project will take to complete 
and the steps involved with completing it 
is essential.

Project Estimation•	
Agile Development•	
Team Integration•	

application development

Application development is the key to any 
database or enterprise.  Learn how to 
combine MultiValue development with .NET 
development.  We will talk about the best 
way to combine the two technologies and 
give your .NET developers training on how 
to use MultiValue techniques in a language 
they understand.

Architecture•	
Development•	
Web Development•	
Mobile Devices•	
Programming•	
Administration•	



NewsMakers

Summit 
Professional 

Education 
Doubles Speed 
& Accuracy of 
Order Entry 
with SEMtek 
and Informer

Challenge: 
Integrate Multiple 

Data Sources; 
Streamline Reporting 

Capabilities
Summit Professional Education 
(SPE), a global training company 
whose focus is to develop and 
deliver dynamic, relevant, and 
highly useful educational con-
tent to professional audiences, 
manages thousands of events 
annually with over 60 instruc-
tors. SPE had been using a 
custom-made Access database 
as its backend system and a 
commercial registration system 
for order management. Lack of 
data integration was a huge is-
sue.

“We needed a system that 
handled all of our logistics as 
well as our customers (over 
100,000) that we could trust 
and could provide us with a ver-
satile reporting solution”, said 
Jeff Watjen, CEO at Summit Pro-
fessional Education. “We had to 
manually merge systems weekly 
(if not daily) and the margin of 
error was big”.

Solution: Integrated 
ERP & Function-Rich 
Reporting Solution

“We were wary of moving to a 
new system that might require 
us to change processes and 
functions that are necessary for 
our business to succeed; imple-
menting SEMtek and Informer 
not only addressed those con-
cerns but provides us with 
functions and fields that have 
helped improve our processes 
and increase our business”, says 
Watjen.

SEMtek is a complete ERP 
back-office solution, provid-
ing infrastructure and business 
functionality for many of the 
industry’s biggest players like 
SPE. And with Informer, SPE has 
a web-based reporting solution 
designed specifically for ease of 
use by end-users to access and 
display information stored with-
in their SEMtek database and 
any other database they use...in 
real time.

Results: Doubled 
Order Entry Speed & 
Improved Accuracy; 
Enhanced Customer 
Service Capabilities

SEMtek enabled SPE to elimi-
nate unnecessary extra pro-
cess steps as well as the need 
to double and triple check data 
that was otherwise in multiple 
locations. SEMtek has allowed 
SPE’s customer care team to 
double the speed and accuracy 
of order entry as well as given 
them the ability to help solve 
customer service issues quickly 
with multiple order search op-
tions. “Informer’s reporting abil-
ity is the best that I’ve seen out 
there”, says Watjen. “There’s vir-
tually no report that SEMtek and 
Informer can’t produce.”

Also critical for SPE was a re-
porting environment that would 
provide information about mar-
keting response rates and pur-
chasing trends. “We did that 
analysis prior to implementing 
Informer but it was a much lon-
ger, manual and less accurate 
method”, says Watjen. “SEMtek 
and Informer have optimized 
our standard reports as well as 
given us the ability to create 
more, all in less time.”

Contact us for a FREE 
trial

For a personalized demonstra-
tion or to discuss your specific 
needs, call us today at 888-
703-0016 or email at sales@
entrinsik.com.

About Entrinsik
Since 1984, Entrinsik has been 
developing, implementing, and 
supporting database solutions. 

Entrinsik’s SEMtek ERP software 
now drives many of the nation’s 
largest professional and con-
tinuing education profit cen-
ters. SEMtek incorporates best 
practices of event planning, 
registration processing, event 
fulfillment, event financial man-
agement, and direct marketing 
methodology into one compre-
hensive package for the Con-
tinuing Education, Seminar, and 
Conference industries. 

Entrinsik’s Informer Web Report-
ing software delivers real-time 
access to multiple data sources 
simply and easily using a built-in 
web-based query engine to pro-
vide a single point of secured 
information access for ad hoc 
reporting, report customiza-
tion and analysis. For a prod-
uct demonstration or a free 30 
day trial, call 888-703-0016 or 
email sales@entrinsik.com. 

Datatel 
Appoints 

Barbara Polk as 
Vice President, 

HR and 
Administration

Datatel, Inc. has announced that 
it has appointed Barbara Polk 
as vice president, human re-
sources and administration. Polk 
comes to Datatel from XO Com-
munications, where she was a 
senior vice president of human 
resources, and brings more than 
20 years of experience in the 
human resources profession. In 
addition to the telecommunica-
tions industry, Polk has worked 
in the nonprofit, healthcare, en-
ergy, and retail sectors.

Before her tenure at XO Com-
munications, Polk served at 
various organizations, includ-
ing Reading Is Fundamental, 
the nation’s largest nonprofit 
children’s literacy organization, 
where she was vice president 
of human resources and admin-
istration; In2Books, a literacy-
based eMentoring program that 
connects adult volunteers with 
third-, fourth-, and fifth-grade 
students from under-resourced 
communities, where she was 
director, human resources; and 
Innovative HR Solutions, a com-
pany that assists companies 
with improving their human re-
sources function, where she 
was a consultant.

At Datatel, Polk will implement 
and monitor human resources 
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programs and policies to ensure 
that they align with Datatel’s 
strategic objectives and estab-
lish a positive employee– em-
ployer relationship. She will 
oversee employee relations, 
corporate learning, recruiting, 
compensation, benefits, admin-
istrative services, and corporate 
programs.

Polk holds a bachelor of sci-
ence degree in political science 
from Rutgers University and has 
completed coursework for the 
master of arts degree in human 
resources management at the 
University of Maryland. Polk re-
sides in Maryland.

“Barbara is an outstanding ad-
dition to our team,” said Kevin 
M. Boyce, Datatel chief financial 
officer. “Her background and 

expertise will help us continue 
to build a strong, talented, and 
agile workforce that is able to 
respond quickly to the ever-
changing needs of our clients 
and market.”

“I’m delighted to join the team. 
Datatel’s market leadership and 
its emphasis on its core values 
sets it apart from the many com-
panies that serve the higher 
education market,” said Polk. “I 
look forward to continuing to 
create progressive and innova-
tive employee programs that 
enhance the work environment 
and help our clients, our em-
ployees, and our company to 
achieve success.”

About Datatel, Inc.
Datatel is a provider of innova-
tive technology products, ser-

vices, and insight to higher edu-
cation. Colleges, universities, and 
technical schools across North 
America partner with Datatel to 
build Strategic Academic Enter-
prises dedicated to achieving 
student success. The company 
has focused on higher education 
since 1979. For more information, 
visit www.datatel.com. 
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New Products

Rocket Software 
Announces U2 

DataVu V1.1
U2 DataVu offers UniVerse and 
UniData users a comprehensive 
query, reporting and data visu-
alization platform for desktop 

SJ+ Systems 
Associates 
Announces 

Cyber-
Redecoration

SJ+ Systems Associates, Inc. is 
pleased to announce the com-
pletion of our extensive cyber-
redecoration. Our web-site and 
e-newsletters have been up-
dated to more modern technol-

InterSystems 
Adds Support 

for Red Hat 
Enterprise 
Linux  For 

Amazon EC2 
Platform

InterSystems Corporation to-
day announced support for the 
Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud 
(EC2) platform. InterSystems 
specializes in advanced inte-
gration, database, and business 
intelligence technologies for 
breakthrough applications.

Support for the latest 2010 re-
leases of the InterSystems CA-
CHÉ® high-performance object 
database and InterSystems En-
semble® rapid integration and 
development platform is now 
available on the Amazon EC2 
platform with 64-bit Red Hat En-
terprise Linux as the guest oper-
ating system.

“Our application partners and 
end-user customers have em-
braced cloud models and we are 
supporting their efforts. We rec-
ognize the growing importance 
of cloud-based computing,” said 
Robert Nagle, InterSystems Vice 
President of Software Develop-
ment. “The CACHÉ object data-
base and Ensemble integration 
platform are used by customers 
in multiple industries to pro-
cess large transaction volumes. 
Now, we’re providing the com-
plete support they require for 

ogy, offering greater information 
with more convenience. Client 
access is easier than ever with 
password-protected areas for 
manuals, tip-sheets, presenta-
tions and white papers.  We’ve 
been working hard to make it 
easier for our customers and 
prospective customers to find 
what they need!

PRC provides IT Governance in-
cluding compliance with many 
regulatory agencies and initia-
tives. Critical documentation 
and transparency with a robust 
security framework are coupled 
with smooth automation, fully 
integrated to the U2 and Multi-
Value environments. 

About SJ+ Systems 
Associates

SJ+ Systems Associates devel-
ops and supports PRC, a mature, 
complete Software Configura-
tion Management Tool for U2 
and Multivalue applications, in-
cluding SB+.   SJ+ has the expe-
rience and education in IT Gov-
ernance, Audit, Software Quality 
and Best Practices to help cus-
tomers implement a complete 
life-cycle management strategy 
that is compliant and productive.  
http://sjplus.com. 

high-volume processing in the 
cloud.”

About InterSystems
InterSystems Corporation is 
a global software technology 
leader with headquarters in 
Cambridge, Massachusetts, 
and offices in 23 countries. In-
terSystems provides advanced 
software technologies for 
breakthrough applications. In-
terSystems CACHÉ® is a high 
performance object database 
that makes applications faster 
and more scalable. InterSys-
tems Ensemble® is a seamless 
platform for integration and 
the development of connect-
able applications. InterSystems 
HealthShare™ is a platform that 
enables the fastest creation of 
an Electronic Health Record 
for regional or national health 
information exchange. Inter-
Systems DeepSee™ is software 
that makes it possible to embed 
real-time business intelligence 
capabilities in transactional ap-
plications. For more information, 
visit InterSystems.com. 

or web-based environments. 
With over 100 built-in analyti-
cal functions, U2 DataVu allows 
users to derive maximum value 
from their data and rapidly build 
and distribute comprehensive 
reporting and data visualization 
solutions across the enterprise. 
U2 DataVu allows users to:

Develop graphical queries, •	
visual reports and interactive 
dashboards

Create reports and •	
dashboards which aggregate 
data from multiple disparate 
data sources

Access U2 data through •	
native support of U2 SQL

View data through a rich •	
desktop application or 
through a Web interface

Support a variety of output •	
formats, including XML, 
HTML, Microsoft Excel(r) 
(CSV) and PDF

Run on UNIX, Linux® and •	
Microsoft® Windows® 
platforms

For more information on U2 
DataVu please visit our Web site 
at: www.rocketsoftware.com/
u2/products/datavu.

Free Download
U2 DataVu Query is a free down-
load that provides fully function-
ing capabilities to graphically 
build queries against U2 Data 
Sources, group and aggregate 
to provide totals and export to 
PDF or print. All queries built 
with U2 DataVu Query can be 
reused in U2 DataVu Report 
and Dashboard without any re-
coding.

Visit www.rocketsoftware.com/
u2/downloads/register-datavu.
html to download your free copy 
of U2 DataVu Query. 
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New Analysis 
Cubes from 
MITS help 
wholesale 

distributors 
overcome 

complexities, 
boost business 
performance. 

MITS, provider of Online Ana-
lytical Processing business intel-
ligence and operational report-
ing solutions, today announced 
the availability of two completely 
new OLAP cubes for its Discov-
er analytics solution.

Designed specifically for whole-
sale distribution enterprises, 
these OLAP cubes help busi-
ness users optimize their largest 
asset—inventory—to increase 
profitability, ensure customer 
satisfaction and reduce costs. 
Users can both analyze and 
optimize key, inventory-related 
business metrics and rapidly 
identify both issues and oppor-
tunities when they arise.

“Inventory is a distributor’s big-
gest investment,” says Gary 
Owen, MITS VP of Software Ser-
vices. “These new cubes help 
distributors look at how this as-
set is performing across a vari-
ety of views, each designed to 
highlight an area that can be 
improved or optimized.”

The data for these cubes is 
sourced from popular, multival-
ue-based wholesale distribution 

Kourier 
Integrator for 
U2 - Release 3 

Announced
Kore Technologies (www.ko-
retech.com), a provider of 
enterprise integration and 
eCommerce Web solutions for 
MultiValue and Microsoft SQL 
Server databases, today an-
nounced Kourier Integrator for 
U2 Release 3.

Kourier Integrator for U2 is Ko-
re’s enterprise integration suite 
providing both Extract, Trans-
form, and Load (ETL) and En-
terprise Application Integration 
(EAI) capabilities for connect-
ing Rocket Software UniData/
UniVerse (U2) applications to 
Microsoft SQL Server and other 
best-in-class applications.

management software solutions 
such as Activant Eclipse. Cube 
data content can be refreshed 
using a tiered-frequency strat-
egy—with most data sourced 
during off-hours—to prevent any 
performance impact on opera-
tional distribution management 
systems.

Inventory Return On 
Assets cube boosts 

performance of 
distributors’ largest 

asset.
Earning a high rate of return on 
distribution inventories is cru-
cial. Monitoring and analyzing 
these returns effectively drives 
many of the decisions distribu-
tors must make in order to stay 
competitive and profitable. Re-
gardless, says Owen, every dis-
tributor carries some inventory 
that doesn’t perform as it should. 
Using critical data on inventory 
values, turns, sales, and gross 
margins, the new ROA cube lets 
them pinpoint inventory need-
ing attention among products, 
product lines, vendors, buyers, 
and branches.

MITS Discover analysis cubes 
enable highly interactive re-
porting, query, drill-down and 
other analytic techniques. No-
table reports included with the 
ROA cube allow users to easily 
identify poorly-selling but highly 
stocked products, top-selling 
but low-profit products, branch-
es suffering decreasing inven-
tory turns, and scores of other 
critically important trends.

The Inventory ROA cube—also 
helpful to distributors who want 
to reclaim warehouse space and 
catch slowdowns early enough 
to adjust accordingly—has been 
in use at key customer sites for 

several months, says Owen, and 
is available immediately.

Inventory On Hand 
cube simplifies 
monitoring for 

important trends.
Also new is the inventory on-
hand cube, designed for every-
day tracking of what’s in stock, 
together with its value and sta-
tus. Business users employ it to 
spot products with rising stock 
levels, for example, or to under-
stand a product’s overall sup-
ply status by matching current 
stock with sales commitments 
and quantities on order. Distrib-
utors can also use this cube to 
identify issues associated with 
defective stock, so they can 
take action with vendors suffer-
ing quality problems.

Fast, easy installation 
and administration

Owen points out that any MITS 
Discover solution—including 
those designed for wholesale 
distribution businesses—comes 
complete with software, main-
tenance and support, so orga-
nizations can ensure secure, 
high-performance data access 
within their own computing en-
vironments. And, because these 
are turnkey solutions—complete 
with pre-built reports—business 
units can quickly begin reaping 
the benefits.

For more details on these or any 
other MITS software solutions, 
individuals can contact a MITS 
representative at info@mits.
com or visit the MITS Web site 
at www.mits.com.

About MITS
MITS is the leading developer of 
Advanced Reporting and Busi-
ness Intelligence for the Mul-
tiValue database market and 

beyond. The MITS product line 
contains both the MITS Discov-
er® OLAP Business Intelligence 
suite as well as the ad-hoc oper-
ational reporting solution, MITS 
Report®. Founded in 1996 and 
headquartered in Seattle, Wash-
ington, the company’s technolo-
gies are used by thousands of 
organizations, resellers, and 
systems integrators worldwide. 
MITS products are firmly en-
trenched in a wide range of 
business areas, including man-
ufacturing, distribution, retail 
sales and services, education, 
government, healthcare, and in-
surance as well as in many other 
industries. 

Continues on page 22
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“U2 to SQL Made Easier” is 
the theme for the new release, 
which focuses on streamlining 
the process of creating a SQL 
data warehouse from a U2 da-
tabase from start to finish while 
making it even faster and easier 
than before.

The most significant feature 
in this release is the new data 
warehouse Quick Start Work-
bench. This new workbench 
encapsulates all the tools and 
tasks necessary for building 
a Microsoft SQL Server data 
warehouse from U2 files into 
one easy-to-use interface. Users 
can analyze files, review data 
profiling information, revise file 
schema, and generate all of the 
data exports, services, and SSIS 
loading packages necessary to 
build and maintain a normalized 
SQL data warehouse.

“An integral part of the Quick 
Start tools is the ability to profile 
data, which allows our custom-
ers to identify and resolve po-
tential data integrity problems 
in their application files,” says 
Mark Dobransky, co-founder 
and managing partner at Kore 
Technologies. “Using the quick 
start and data profiling tools cre-
ates a better data warehouse re-
sulting in more actionable busi-
ness intelligence reports and 
dashboards.”

Highlights of the new release 
include:

Quick Start Workbench •	
simplifies and accelerates 
SQL data warehouse 
development

Unified Scheduling •	
streamlines U2 data 
extraction, transformation, 
and SQL Server data loading 
into a single scheduled 
process

Support for industry-standard •	
file compression and 
extraction to increase data 
transfer performance and 
reduce network traffic

Multiple options for •	
generating SSIS packages: 
by File, Export, and Service 
Application-specific 
predefined SQL Server 
Operational Data Stores 
(ODS) are available for these 
U2 applications: Datatel 
Colleague, Activant Eclipse, 
and Activant Prelude.

Full support for 64-bit •	
Microsoft SQL Server 
and Windows Server 
environments

Many user-requested •	
and general product 
enhancements

For additional information re-
garding the Kourier Integrator 
for U2 solution and how it inte-
grates MultiValue applications 
with Microsoft SQL Server or 
other databases, please con-

tact Kore Technologies at 866-
763-5673 or send an email to 
sales@koretech.com.

About Kore 
Technologies

Kore Technologies is a leading 
provider of enterprise integra-
tion, business intelligence and 
eCommerce Web solutions for 
MultiValue and Microsoft SQL 
Server databases. Kore spe-
cializes in providing business-
to-business connectivity and 
best-in-class product integra-
tion with its flagship product--
Kourier Integrator. Leveraging 
this technology and Kore’s ex-
tensive experience with enter-
prise applications and database 
systems, Kore delivers solutions 
for integrating disparate ap-
plications, building data ware-
houses, developing business in-
telligence systems, and creating 
integrated eCommerce applica-
tions. For more information, visit  
www.koretech.com. 
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O4WPaypal(“ADD”, “addrtn”, 
“paypalmgr@revelation.com”, 
“sample item”, “samp001”, “”, 
“10.99”)

generates the HTML in figure 3 and, 
when clicked, generates the action in 
figure 4.

Finally, the “View Cart” action accepts a 
subset of those name/value pairs, specifi-
cally “cmd” and “business”, and adds “dis-
play”, whose value should be set to “1”.  
The O4W View Cart PayPal request:

O4WPaypal(“CART”, “cartrtn”, 
“paypalmgr@revelation.com”)

generates the HTML in figure 5 and, after 
a few more items were added to the cart, 
the action in figure 6 was generated.

By using these three Website Payments 
Standard APIs, you can add the ability to 
immediately accept credit cards or cash 
from any customer without developing 
your own custom software solution.  If 
the “bottom line” in your business is to 
keep a healthy bottom line, the ability 
to get paid quickly and easily has to be 
a top priority, and PayPal has made that 
the easy part of e-commerce. is

<form enctype=”multipart/form-data” method=”post” action=”https://www.paypal.com/cgi-bin/ 
  webscr” name=”o4wpostform”> 
   <input name=”cmd” value=”_cart” type=”hidden”> 
   <input name=”business” value=”paypalmgr@revelation.com” type=”hidden”> 
   <input name=”currency_code” value=”USD” type=”hidden”> 
   <input name=”lc” value=”US” type=”hidden”> 
   <input name=”add” value=”1” type=”hidden”> 
   <input name=”item_name” value=”sample item” type=”hidden”> 
   <input name=”amount” value=”10.99” type=”hidden”> 
   <input name=”button_subtype” value=”products” type=”hidden”> 
   <input name=”bn” value=”PP-ShopCartBF:btn_cart_SM.gif:NonHosted” type=”hidden”> 
   <input name=”item_number” value=”samp001” type=”hidden”> 
   <input name=”shopping_url” 
value=”http://www.revelation.com/o4w/oecgi3.exe/O4W_ORDERFORM?O4WEvent=Paypal&amp; 
  O4WControlBackup=addrtn” type=”hidden”> 
</form>

fig. 3

fig. 4

E-CommErCE madE E-Z
Continued from page 11

<form enctype=”multipart/form-data” method=”post” action=”https://www.paypal.com/cgi-bin/ 
   webscr” name=”o4wpostform”> 
   <input name=”cmd” value=”_cart” type=”hidden”> 
   <input name=”business” value=”paypalmgr@revelation.com” type=”hidden”> 
   <input name=”display” value=”1” type=”hidden”> 
   <input name=”shopping_url” 
value=”http://www.revelation.com/o4w/oecgi3.exe/O4W_ORDERFORM?O4WEvent=Paypal&amp; 
   O4WControlBackup=cartrtn” type=”hidden”> 
</form>

fig. 5

fig. 6
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definitions within a single IIF file and 
QB will handle them accordingly.

Thus, starting with the first row, you 
will define that first section of data. 
Assuming nothing, you would export 
everything that is pertinent to the man-
aging of these AR records, meaning the 
customer info and the specific AR trans-
action.

QB has tables called CUST, INVITEM 
and TRNS. CUST is the obvious Custom-
er file, INVITEM is similar to a Product 
file and TRNS is for Transactions. TRNS 
files have additional definitions depend-
ing on what kind of transaction they 
are: INVOICE, PAYABLE, PAYROLL etc. 
We will be using INVOICE.

QB documents all the fields pertinent 
to each table. There are plenty of fields 
per table and some are required. Be-
sides the obvious, there is no indication 
of being required.

A QB Invoice transaction requires 
something to be “sold.” A typical Mul-
tiValue A/R record would only contain 
the customer, dates and dollars, and the 
primary key may refer back to the Or-
der or Production system for the con-
tents of the sale. QB does not need to 
know how many wingnuts were sold. 
But “something” needs to be sold as a 
line item in QB as the INVOICE table 
looks to its lines for the actual data.

The INVITEM file would be used spar-
ingly to represent the kinds of A/R 
imports, typically sales and perhaps 
credits. This entire function would be 
subordinate to the regular MultiValue 
Invoice/Credit updates. Thus, you 
would have one or two INVITEMs, per-
haps called INVOICE and CREDIT.

A blessing with importing IIF files into 
QB is if the record already exists, you 
won’t get a warning message nor will 
it overwrite. Thus the second and con-
sequent sessions will receive these IN-

multiValuE and QuiCkbooks, 
Part 1: imPorting with iiF 
FilEs.
Continued from page 14
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Visit www.mits.com, or contact us at 888 700 6487

One thing is certain, success 
in business requires 
adaptation. New markets. 
New processes. New levels of 
demand for the products and 
services that your organization 
provides. The constant need to 
do more with less.  

Nimble organizations know 
that to successfully adapt, 
they must be able to measure 
results. Results from changing 
markets. Results from smaller 
staff. Results from fewer 
customers. Results that can 
make the difference between 
success and failure.

MITS Discover turns the raw 
data in your organization into 
meaningful information, and 
presents it intuitively, so the 
whole team is on the same 
page.

MITS Discover
When You Need Real Analytics

 Now shipping version 7.1 with automatic 
reports via email

“The dashboard shows the top five troubled accounts and we have them 
(sales people) being active with turning those accounts around.  

It’s information that wouldn’t be readily available without MITS.”

Dan Hibbert, VP
Hibbert International

®

T racking changes across your software development lifecycle 
can knock you off course. But you don’t have to sacrifice 

agility to achieve best practices.

PRC gives you the speed, visibility and responsiveness 
to manage all aspects of software configuration, from 
service desk through deployment. Productivity leaps 
when you gain total control.

And we’ll be right there, jumping through hoops for you!

SJ+ Systems Associates • info@sjplus.com • http://sjplus.com

Ramp up to full compliance with PRC!
1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1

1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1
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VITEMs but not complain if they are al-
ready there. Likewise for the CUST file.

Coming from a MultiValue mental-
ity, QB does have an issue. It uses the 
CUST.NAME field as its unique primary 
key. This runs contrary to a separate 
customer number/code. Thus, in both 
cases, the CUST.NAME field exported 
is “123456-Chicago Gasket Company”.  
QB does have a separate Name and Ad-
dress area but many of the customer 
views simply show this CUST.NAME 
field so the code alone is not helpful 
nor is the name that guaranteed to be 
unique.

Sidebar — should the customer name 
change on the MultiValue system, you 
could end up with two customer re-
cords in QB for the same account. QB 
does have a ‘merge customer’ facility 
that easily fixes this. It is probably eas-
ier to import the redundant customer 
record instead of maintaining what you 
sent to QB from MultiValue. The most 
recent name is probably the one they 
will merge into anyway.

For brevity, I will show the left-hand 
portion of an IIF file that exports an IN-
VITEM, a CUST record and an invoice 
TRANSaction (fig. 1). It is classic CSV 
format with spaces added for clarity. I 
tend to use double quotes for all CSV 
rows whether necessary or not.

Lines that start with an exclamation 
mark define the format of those records 
starting with the table name. !TRNS de-
fines the TRNS table fields being import-
ed. TRNS is the data.

Line 1 defines the INVITEM records. 
Line 2 is a data record, line 3 ends the 
INVITEMS.

Line 4 defines the CUST records, lines 
5, 6 & 7 are data records, line 8 ends 
the CUST.

Line 9 defines the generic TRNS rows 
with the TRNSTYPE column. 

Line 10 defines each data line in each 
transaction. It starts out looking simi-
lar to the !TRNS row but it contains 
the quantity of each of the INVITEMs 
“sold.” For regular A/R usage, it could 
be just one line stating “Invoiced Sale”. 
You could replicate the entire contents 
of the existing sales order.

Line 11 ends the TRANS header.

Line 12 matches the definitions on line 
9. Line 13 matches the definitions on 
line 10. 

Line 14 ends the TRANS detail row.

If you note, this IIF example has the 
INVITEM defined first, then the inven-
tory item itself. Then the CUST table is 
defined followed by all the customers. 
Finally the TRANS table is defined then 
followed by all the transactions.

You could put all of the definitions in 
the first few rows. Then the following 
rows would be the data. Each data row 
follows the definition of the first cell in 
each row. This sequence would more 
logically match the READNEXT flow of 
processing MultiValue records instead 
of accumulating the INVITEM, CUST 
and TRANS tables separately to append 
to the larger IIF file.

When importing, use test companies 
in QB. Otherwise you will have to go 
through the existing company and de-
lete any errant records. This cannot be 
emphasized enough.

While we may not be consulted about 
the company’s decision to move the 
Accounting from MultiValue to QB, 
we should embrace the opportunity to 
bridge between the two. As mentioned 
earlier, accounting software borders on 
being a commodity. The real intellectu-
al portion of the company’s system is in 
the production and sales/order modules 
which will probably remain as MultiVal-
ue for quite a long time. is

001 !INVITEM, NAME, INVITEMTYPE, DESC, ACCNT, PRICE 
002 INVITEM, CHARGES, SERV, Invoiced Sale, 100.00 
003 ENDINVITEM 
004 !CUST, NAME, BADDR1, BPHONE1, COMPANYNAME 
005 CUST,”1234-GASKET CO”, “123 MAIN ST”, “555-5555”, “GASKET CO” 
006 CUST,”4545-JONES CO”,”456 ELM ST”,”666-6666”,”JONES CO” 
007 CUST,”1111-SMITH CO”,”999 OAK ST”,”888-8888”,”SMITH CO” 
008 ENDCUST 
009 !TRNS, TRNSTYPE,DATE,ACCNT, NAME, AMOUNT, DOCNUM 
010 !SPL, TRNSTYPE, DATE, ACCNT, NAME, AMOUNT, DOCNUM 
011 “ENDTRNS” 
012 “TRNS”,”INVOICE”,”04/01/2010”,”AR”,”1234-GASKET CO” “, “200.00”, “B123” 
013 “SPL”,”INVOICE”,”04/01/2010”,”Sales Income”,””,”-200”,”B123” 
014 ENDTRNS

fig. 1
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B y  n a t h a n  r e C t o r

MultiValue Programs

Sending E-mail
from your

E-mail is part of every day busi-
ness life. We receive it and send 
it on a daily basis.  Our vendors 

and customers send it on a daily basis.  
It is amazing that many companies still 
don’t have e-mail sending and receiving 
integrated directly into their business 
systems. 

Many times, emails are sent using Win-
dows GUI programs tied into the Multi-
Value systems, or through the terminal 
emulators.  This works well when you 
are actively trying to send an e-mail from 
a process, but not when you are updat-
ing your business processes in the back-
ground or need to send status informa-
tion to customers or employees when 
process are done without bothering the 
person entering the information.

The most powerful thing about the Mul-
tiValue business environments is the 
enhancements scripting and programs 
you have built into the database.  Many 
other database systems out there require 
most of your business logic to reside on 
a separate server, or outside the data-
base, which means when something in 
the database is updated, programs have 
to remember to run other processes as 
part of that update.

Since the business rules, logic, and 
other business processes run on our 
MultiValue database, we don’t have to 
remember to do things, nor do we have 
to worry about creating a Multi-Tier pro-
gramming environment, or problems 
with running the same process from on 
different computers.

Integrating e-mail sending functions 
into your business application is actu-
ally really easy.  The hard part is choos-
ing which e-mail server you are going to 
use to send your e-mail.

In this article we will talk about how 
to send emails from different types of 
e-mail systems and the pro and cons of 
using those systems.

What is e-mail and how do we use it?

Ok, so this can sound like a dumb ques-
tion.  We all know what e-mail is and 
how to use it.  E-mail allows us to com-
municate information between two or 
more parties.  What many people forget 
is that the “parties” part of that state-
ment isn’t necessarily a human person.  
It could be a business application, a 
blog, a newsgroup, or a status system.

The sender of the e-mail isn’t always hu-
man, either. But most e-mails need to 
be readable by humans.  An example of 
this is bounced e-mail messages.  We all 
have seen these.  When we open them 
in our e-mail client, we see a message 
about why it bounced and maybe a part 
of the original e-mail.  There is more 
to the e-mail than this though.  There 
is computer parsable information that 
tells send servers, programs, or bots 
why this e-mail bounced in a status or 

error code, where it came from, which 
server it bounced from, in addition to 
a human readable description of the 
bounce reason.

I’m not going to go to in-depth in this 
article on bounce messages and no 
human readable e-mails. I just want to 
make you aware of it.

E-mail format
Before we get into how to actually send 
the e-mail, we have to understand how 
to create the actual e-mail. At a very high 
level, the format of e-mail is very simple. 
It can get very complex if you are try-
ing to implement a full mail server with 
all the features for mail lists and spam 
filters, but for our purpose we will look 
only at the basics.  It will likely be all 
you need, especially if you will only be 
sending e-mails. 

An e-mail consists of two major sections:  
header and body.  The body is the easy 
part.  It is the information that you want 
the receiver to read.  There is really only 
one requirement for the body section.  
A blank line MUST exists between the 
last line of the header section and the 
first line of the body section.  Other 
than that, there is no real requirement 
except for how to format the informa-
tion you want the user to read. 

I know that it may not make complete 
sense, especially when you get into at-
tachments. But let me get through how 
to create the header section first, and 
then things may make sense.  

The sender of the e-mail 
isn’t always human, either. 
But most e-mails need to 
be readable by humans.

Part 1
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The header section of the e-mail pro-
vides the key information that needed 
in order for e-mail to be received suc-
cessfully by its destination.  There are 
only four required header fields, but 
others are recommended.   

The required headers fields are “From”, 
“To”, “Date”, and “Subject.”

“From:” — This header is supposed to 
contain the e-mail address and name of 
the person or process sending the e-
mail.  The reality is that this can contain 
anything you want as long as it looks 
like an e-mail address.

“To:” — This header lists the e-mail 
addresses and names of the people or 
processes you want to receive this e-
mail. Again, like the “From:” header, 
this really can contain anything you 
want as long as it looks like an e-mail 
address.  Depending on the routines 
you use to actually send the e-mail, this 
header is used by the sending program 

or ignored.  When I get into the actually 
sending part I’ll talk about that more.

“Date:”  — This header contains a date 
and time of when the e-mail was cre-
ated.  This date and time needs to be 
formatted in a specific way.  This for-
mat is called RFC 1123.  It basically 
consists of the following:  Day-Of-Week, 
Day MonthName Year 24Hour:Min:Sec 
Time-Zone

Ie: Wed, 9 Sep 2008 13:45:00 
EST

“Subject:” — The subject of the e-mail.  
Pretty straight for-
ward.

Each header field 
must have a “:” and a 
space or tab between 
the header field and 
the data, followed by 
a CRLF to terminate 
the line.  For those 
that don’t know the 

values of CRLF, it is defined as a Carrage 
Return and Lind Feed, which is CRLF 
= CHAR(13) : CHAR(10) in MultiValue 
Basic.

There are many other headers, but I’m 
going to focus on a simple e-mail first 
before I get into the more complex 
headers.

In figure 1, I’ve included a sample of 
a simple e-mail with the headers and a 
text body.

Because of the origins of e-mail, e-mail 
clients will assume the body section of 

To: emailexample@intl-spectrum.com

From: nathan@intl-spectrum.com

Date: Weds, 9 Sep 2008 13:45:00 EST

Subject: Simple Email

hello, this is a simple email message.

fig. 1

MOpen												

•	 Quick	and	easy	to	install	

•	 High	quality	pdf 	documentation	and	online	
help	

•	 Close	compatibility	with	most	other	
multivalue	environments	

•	 Maintenance-free	file	system	for	ease	of 	
use	

•	 QMClient	API	for	development	of 	VB,	C	and	
web-based	applications	

•	 Very	low	licensing	costs

•	 No	mandatory	support	contracts	

•	 AccuTerm	bundled	at	no	additional	cost

Ladybridge	Systems	Ltd
17b Coldstream Lane, Hardingstone, Northampton, NN4 6DB, England
www.ladybridge.com

US Main Distributor: EasyCo, 220 Stanford Drive, Wallingford PA, 19086 USA
www.easyco.com

taking	multivalue	…	
where	it	has	never	been	before

www.openqm.com

Continues on page 29
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Formatting Queries Without A Dictionary Descriptor  
in UniVerse

Log onto any MultiValue application that has been in existence for three years, find a commonly used file, say CUST, and 
list it’s dictionary. What do you see? Definitions for LNAME, LAST.NAME, L.NAME, LST.NAME, LNAME40, etc. Upon closer 
examination you discover that field (attribute) is also defined as X, XX, PGM030.LNAME.RPT, and on and on. Log on to 
an application that has been in use for 30 years and you could find several hundred dictionary entries for a file with only 
20 fields.

Obviously what has happened is that if LNAME is originally defined as 15 characters wide and a report wants to use it in a 
column 13 characters wide, there you go. Another dictionary entry. Then in an ad hoc query, someone wants the data in 
a column 20 characters wide. Plop. There’s another “temporary” definition that never gets cleaned up.

In UniVerse there is a solution to this problem. All of the formatting things you can do from a dictionary descriptor you 
can do from the command line, or from within a Paragraph, Proc, EXECUTE, etc.

Staying with column width as an example, it’s quite simple. In your query statement, after naming the column you want 
displayed, simply add the justification and width specification with the FMT keyword. For example,

LIST CUST LNAME FMT “35L”

Conversion codes are simply specified with the CONV keyword.

LIST CUST LNAME FMT “35L” BAL.DUE CONV “MD24,$”

Column headings, anyone? The key word is COL.HDG. Also notice that the column heading text can include the ‘L’ option 
to break the heading into multiple lines.

LIST CUST LNAME FMT “35L” BAL.DUE CONV “MD2,$” COL.HDG “Amt’L’Owed”

But what if you want to perform a calculation or some kind of string manipulation? Then you have to use an I-descriptor, 
don’t you? As you might suspect, the answer is no. Anything you can code in the expression of an I-descriptor can be 
done on the command line using the EVAL keyword. Let’s combine the last name and the first initial to give us the names 
of the customers listed.

LIST CUST EVAL “LNAME:’, ‘:FNAME[1,1]”

While these are useful for ad hoc queries, these keywords can also be used to write permanent reports that are relatively 
immune to someone changing a descriptor and having it affect your report, like making it switch to non-columnar format, 
for example. Remembering that a line can end in an underscore character to indicate “continued on the next line,” you 
might write a Paragraph like this.

PA 
SORT CUST WITH BAL.DUE > “0” _ 
EVAL “LNAME:’, ‘:FNAME[1,1]” FMT “30L” COL.HDG “Name” _ 
BAL.DUE CONV “MD2,$” FMT “10R” COL.HDG “Amt Owed” _ 
HEADING “Customer Owing Us Money” _ 
LPTR

For additional command line formatting abilities, see chapter 3 of the UniVerse Guide to Retrieve manual. is

Do you have a Tech Tip to share? E-mail it to editor@intl-spectrum.com
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your e-mail is plain text.  To tell a client 
what kind of information is in the body 
section, you need to include a header 
called Context-Type.

There are a lot of different context 
types out there.  For most e-mails you 
will only care about four context types: 
text/plain, text/html, multipart/alterna-
tive, and multipart/mixed.

For plain text e-mails, you would want 
to add the “context-text: text/plain”.   
There are a few other headers that I 
recommend you include to help you 
get your e-mail safely past spam filters.  
These headers are  MIME-Version, X-
Mailer, and Content-Transfer-Encoding.

MIME-Version will always have a val-
ue of: “MIME-Version: 1.0”.  X-Mailer 
header is a free form text description 
of where this e-mail comes from.  Many 
times the e-mail sending routine you use 
will add this, but not always.  There are 
many e-mail filters that specifically look 
to see if this header exists.  If it doesn’t 
have a X-Mailer header, then it flags it as 
a higher possibility of spam.

Context-Transfer-Encoding is pretty 
straight forward as well.  Unless you 
want to get into encoding the text of 
your e-mail, you should set it’s value as 
“8bit”.  If you know you won’t have any 
characters above CHAR(128), then you 
can use “7bit”.  Most text-only e-mails 
won’t have characters above CHAR(128) 
since that is in the unprintable range.

Take a look at figure 2 to see an e-mail 
with all the headers included.

There is one last thing to keep in mind 
when creating a e-mail — most e-mail 
servers impose limits of 1,000 char-
acters per line of e-mail, including the 
CRLF.  For readability, it is suggested 
that you format your e-mails to a maxi-
mum of 80 characters per line.

Please keep in mind that I’ve only 
scratched the surface of creating e-mails.  
There is much more. In fact there are 
whole documents, web sites, and books 
that explain just how to create the e-
mail headers and body.  I will get into 
more of this later, but I wanted to give 
you something to start with.   You can 
find out more about e-mail protocol and 
formats in the book  Internet E-mail Pro-
tocols: a Developer’s Guide by Kevin 
Johnson, or you can just do a search on 
the Internet.

In the next article, I’ll cover how to use 
the information in this article to send an 
e-mail. IS

sEnding E-mail From your 
multiValuE Programs
Continued from page 27

To: emailexample@intl-spectrum.com 
From: nathan@intl-spectrum.com 
Date: Weds, 9 Sep 2008 13:45:00 EST 
Subject: Simple Email 
Content-Type: text/plain 
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit 
X-Mailer: International Spectrum Email Sending 1.0 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
 
hello, this is a simple email message.

fig. 2

Experiment with several different  y
IDEs.

If you are still writing MultiValue Basic 
code by using the ED editor, you are 
wasting way too much of your valuable 
time at the keyboard. There are a variety 
of source code writing tools available 
that work well in developing  MultiVal-
ue code. Whether it is a full-blown IDE 
specifically targeted towards MultiValue 
or simply a GUI-based editor, getting 
away from a line-at-a-time editor is one 
of the fastest and cheapest ways you can 
achieve a major productivity boost al-
most overnight. Shucks, even Windows 
Notepad or the *nix VI editor are better 
than flogging it out with ED!

Okay, okay. Go ahead and keep using 
ED for dictionary descriptors.

Complete at least one online tutorial  y
each week.

If your MultiValue vendor provides on-
line tutorials, it’s a shame not to take 
advantage of them. But the topic you 
select does not necessarily have to be 
MultiValue. With just a couple minutes 
of Web search, you can find tutorials 
on just about any topic. Interested in 
expanding your abilities in Web related 
programming? PHP, JavaScript, Ajax — 
there are numerous tutorials available 
at no charge on the Web. Interested in 
learning or becoming better in SQL? I 
just searched on the words "SQL tuto-
rial" using Google and got 627,000 re-
sults.

Those are just a few suggestions to get 
your ideal factory going. Obviously, 
there could be many, many more. Come 
up with one or more of your own that 
speak to your own personal goals and 
interests. Whether 2011 turns out to be 
a good year or not is largely dependent 
on what we decide to do with it.

I’ll see you at the 2011 International 
Spectrum Conference! is

CliF notEs: i rEsolVE to 
not writE any nEw yEar’s 
rEsolution Column...nExt 
yEar
Continued from page 30
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(All questions must be answered. Incomplete forms will not be processed. Complimentary subscriptions are 

limited to U.S. addresses.)
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____________________________
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 Consultant      End User    Other ________________

3. What MultiValue Databases does your company use?  (check all that apply)

  D3   Native MultiValue         Reality         Other _____________ 

 

  jBASE   uniData    UniVerse   uniVision      

5. What major business/industry most clearly describes your company? 
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ize your existing MultiValue applica-
tion into something that management 
doesn’t view as an obsolete technology 
to be dumped.

Learn at least two ways to connect  y
from your MultiValue system to a 
non-MultiValue system and extract 
and update data.

Except in the smaller shops, it is get-
ting rare to see a MultiValue system 
as the only computing platform in the 
company. Most of the MultiValue sys-
tems I work with exist side-by-side with 
*nix servers, Windows servers,  and 
Web servers running a variety of non-
MultiValue databases.  The demand is 
increasing to tie these various data re-
positories together in order to provide 
a complete view of the enterprise’s 
information resources. Business Intel-
ligence is an important part of modern 
business, and the modern MultiValue 
system must be a part of it.

Read or reread your MultiValue plat- y
form’s entire documentation set.

One of the problems with working with 
a particular platform for more than just 
a couple of years is that you fall into the 
habit of just continuing to do things the 
way that you have always done them. 
But all of the MultiValue vendors are 
continuously  adding additional  capa-
bilities to their products. Especially if 
the platform you are currently working 
on is not the same one that you began 
your MultiValue career on, you might 
be amazed at all the different ways of 
doing things and some of the  abilities 
you now have available to you. Even if 
you have been on the same MultiValue 
platform for several years, I can almost 
guarantee that if you reread the docu-
mentation, you will find a number of 
things that they quietly slipped in dur-
ing the evolution of the product that 
you didn’t know about or have simply 
forgotten.

CliF notEs: i rEsolVE to 
not writE any nEw yEar’s 
rEsolution Column...nExt 
yEar
Continued from page 31
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I think I set a new efficiency record this New Year. 
I have never been into New Year’s resolutions 
very much. With 365 days in a year, I don’t un-

derstand waiting for a particular one in order to make 
a decision to accomplish something in the next 364. 
But,  it seems to be a cultural tradition, not unlike the 
ritual of eating certain foods on New Year’s Day in a 
magical attempt to woo Lady Luck or the Goddess Ifni 
to smile upon us. Nevertheless, this year I decided to 
participate.

Over the years, I have observed that most resolutions 
have a common characteristic. They are made to be 
broken. According to some reports, the most com-
mon New Year’s resolution is to lose weight and get 
in shape. This one is normally broken within 12 hours, 
typically at the New Year’s Day feast. That’s not bad 
from an efficiency standpoint. But I thought I could 
do better.

I resolved not to make any New Year’s resolutions.

There you have it. Resolution made and simultaneous-
ly broken. Duration: zero seconds.

Of course, joking aside, the entire process can be seen 
in a more positive light. New Year is merely a conve-
nient trigger event to remind us to pause, reflect, and 
adjust our short term goals in order to keep moving 
towards our long term goals. This is a Good Thing. 
So in that spirit, I would like to offer a few possible 
resolutions for MultiValue developers who tend to 
get into their comfort zone and allow opportunities 
to increase the longevity of their beloved MultiValue 
applications or enhance their own career opportuni-
ties to pass them by. I have referred to this in previ-
ous columns as slipping into becoming a MultiValue 
Couch Potato.  (None of us are completely immune, 
including me.)

Here are a few of my suggested resolutions for losing 
the brain flab and tightening the thinking muscles in 
2011.

Learn a new programming language. y

MultiValue Basic is an excellent and flexible language.  
But now that many of the platforms are running on an 
underlying host operating system (Unix, Linux, Win-
dows), a knowledge of the languages used in those 
environments can really add to what you are able to 
do in your applications.

Learn a GUI-based language or tool that will let you  y
put a modern user interface on your MultiValue ap-
plications.

The green screen is dead. Whenever I talk about this 
at a conference or user group meeting, there always 
seems to be somebody who wants to get into an ar-
gument about how much more efficient green screen 
is for data entry, how happy their users are with the 
way things are, etc. Well, that’s not what I observe and 
hear from users. The world expects GUI. If you don’t 
give it to them, I am willing to bet money that there 
is a movement, not only among your users but also in 
IT management, to kick the MultiValue system to the 
curb (and possibly you along with it).

Pick the ugliest green screen program in your ap- y
plication and rewrite it using a GUI-based tool.

Once you learn how to write a GUI-based program 
that can talk to your brand MultiValue database, do 
an experiment and gather some statistics. Take that 
really horrific cluttered green screen program that ev-
erybody complains about and rewrite it with a GUI. 
Keep accurate records of how long each step in the 
process takes. You now have a more accurate way to 
estimate the time and money it would take to modern-

I Resolve To Not Write Any
 New Year’s Resolution 

Column...Next Year

B y  C l i f t o N  o l i V e R

Continues on page 30



Your Source for Complete MultiValue Solutions

From application development and technical systems support 
to complex business and web development, we offer complete 
IT solutions.

International Spectrum Conference is the only place that 
provides diverse solutions and support for integrating and 
developing your Enterprise applications into the world of business 
and technology.

This annual event is the place to find the knowledge, people, 
resources, and technologies for enhancing your MultiValue (D3, 
UniVerse, UniData, Reality, jBase, Cache, QM, and OpenInsight) 
software package.

Topics that can be found at the 
International Spectrum Conference:

Integration
EDI•	 Web Services•	
Web 2.0   •	 Ajax•	
SQL    •	 SalesForce•	
Google•	 .NET•	
PHP•	

Database Management
Data Modeling•	 Administration•	
Security•	 System Analysis•	
Virtualization•	

Mobile Integration
iPhone/iPad•	 Android•	
WAP•	 Native/Web•	

Reporting and Data Presentations
Charting•	 Data Mining•	
Business •	
Intelligence

Excel Integration•	

Project Management
Estimation   •	 Testing•	
Debugging  •	

Save the Dates!
April 4 – 7, 2011
PGA National Resort & Spa I Palm Beach Gardens, Florida intl-spectrum.com/conference/2011


